WOMEN’S PRODUCTS SUCCESS STORIES
5.0 out of 5 stars Success!
Reviewed in the United States on May 9, 2020
Verified Purchase
I used this product for 3 weeks and I am pregnant! 11 months TTC and we have our first
positive pregnancy test. I only added this and methyl b12 vitamins. I’m convinced this is what
gave us the edge and helped us conceive!

5.0 out of 5 stars Worked well for us
Reviewed in the United States on May 7, 2020
Verified Purchase
It is 4 pills per day as the recommended dose, and they are relatively large. There isn't a taste, it
is a capsule. I took 2 per day because the melatonin made me very drowsy. Only take them at
night, I made the mistake of taking them in the morning when I first got them with my morning
vitamin. They did help me to sleep very well once I took them in the evening, but 4 pills and I still
felt sleepy in the morning. They contain multiple supplements/vitamins linked to improved egg
quality, such as CoQ10, Vitamin E, and folate. Do your own research into what you are taking,
and always discuss with your doctor.
As an anecdote, we used this product for three months before trying to conceive after some
concerns about egg quality. We got pregnant our first cycle trying. Your experience may be
different but we were very happy with this product.
5.0 out of 5 stars PCOS- Regulated cycle then PREGNANT!!!!
Reviewed in the United States on March 3, 2020
Verified Purchase
So I was diagnosed with PCOS in July 2019 due to irregular periods which was very upsetting
because we were in the process of trying to get pregnant. Before going to a fertility specialist, I
came across Fertilaid and decided to give it a try based on the reviews I read that said it really
worked. I used the fertilaid/ovaboost combo taking them exactly as recommended. The first
month (11/19), nothing happened but I stuck with it. The second month, my period came
naturally and I was thrilled (12/19)!!! The third month, period never came (1/20). I knew I had
ovulated due to the ovulation test kit but was still so nervous to take a pregnancy test because
of multiple negatives over the last year. Well - I took a test and it was POSITIVE!!!! ....Shocked
is not the word!!!!!!! I just had my 12 week ultrasound - baby is healthy with a strong heartbeat!!
I’m due on 9/10/20 and Im so GRATEFUL to fertilaid for helping to regulate my cycle to promote
healthy ovulation!! I’d highly recommend giving this product a try. Keep the faith!! ❤️

5.0 out of 5 stars I got pregnant after the first month trying.
Reviewed in the United States on February 12, 2020
Verified Purchase
I got my order on day 3 of 5 of my period and I began taking them then. I used my period tracker
to estimate when I was supposed to ovulate and I began testing 3 days earlier that my app said
that I was to ovulate. As soon as I saw the faintest line we started doing the baby dance. That
lasted 4 days....from faint line to bold line to no line... I used the pregmate ovulation/ pregnancy
combo kit. I got everything on Amazon. I got ovaboost and fertileaid. The only thing that I
ABSOLUTELY HATED was that the pills are SO BIG! I tried opening them and eating them with
apple sauce and that was worse than swallowing them whole. So I sucked it up and took them
every night...I took the pregnancy test the morning I was supposed to get my period and BAM!!!
2 lines! I couldnt believe it so I took another one...2 lines... still didn't believe it so I took a digital
one and positive AGAIN! I just layed on my bathroom floor and cried... I'm so happy!!!! I'm 37
and I'm pregnant. Baby #3 for me but this will be my husband's first baby!!! Due in October
2020!!!!���

5.0 out of 5 stars Dream come true.
Reviewed in the United States on March 7, 2020
Verified Purchase
I have never ever written a review on anything in my life.
My husband and I have been trying for our second child for a year and a half. A friend of mine
told me about Fertilaid thought "What the hell, why not? We've tried everything else"
I took these for only a week! I'm a huge mountain dew drinker. I opened one a few weeks ago
and it tasted like crap. Kinda thought.."Hmm. Weird"
Took a test the next morning and I ended up taking 9 more because I thought "No way. There's
absolutely no way"
I'm now 5 weeks pregnant. ❤
These pills were the only thing I had done differently. Now thanks to it, our dream has come
true. I HIGHLY recommend this to anyone struggling trying to conceive.
5.0 out of 5 stars PREGNANT AFTER ONE MONTH ON FERTIlAID!
Reviewed in the United States on January 16, 2020
Verified Purchase
My husband and I have been trying for our second baby for about 3.5 years. We went through 4
rounds of clomid last year and were not successful.After stopping clomid and about to see a
fertility DR I started to look at other natural options. I had been reading about this product and
decided to give it a try. I start it December 13, 2019 and found out I was pregnant January 10,
2020! I highly suggest this product to anyone with infertility issues! I even got my husband the
Fertilaid for men and count boost. Worth the Money!

5.0 out of 5 stars Fertilaid Review
Reviewed in the United States on December 12, 2019
Verified Purchase
I am giving three stars because I received my product and just starting to take it ...I started
taking the pills and they have a normal taste easy to swallow , I take mines three times a day in
the morning with breakfast but I will give an update once i get my BPF I’m super excited for this
journey I ordered my husband his and cannot wait ����

Update: After using for 1 month not even finish with the whole bottle I’m PREGNANT �, I had
been trying for three years ... these PILLS WORK
5.0 out of 5 stars Pregnant thanks to these!!
Reviewed in the United States on November 27, 2019
Verified Purchase
I bought these pills thinking that they couldn't hurt to try. I got off of birth control and I figured I
could use these to regulate my cycle. After only one month (not even the whole bottle) I found
out that we are expecting :)

5.0 out of 5 stars Really worthy it!!
Reviewed in the United States on November 29, 2019
Verified Purchase
I purchased these fertility supplements on November 2nd and on November 27th I we got our
big yes after 1year and 5months of trying!!! Of course we are Christians and we were praying
and hoping for a miracle to happen and we believed it!!

5.0 out of 5 stars It really works!!
Reviewed in the United States on October 22, 2019
Verified Purchase
I was pregnant before finishing the bottle. My husband and I were trying for 2 years. We are
both older and we were willing to admit defeat... Until trying this! I am definitely recommending
these supplements.

5.0 out of 5 stars It worked for us!!
Reviewed in the United States on August 19, 2019
Verified Purchase
Let me start out by saying, both my Fiancé and I had our doubts/uncertainties about why we
weren’t conceiving. We weren’t aggressively trying, nor did we want to go see a fertility
specialist. He was SURE that he wasn’t able to have kids, and I had irregular periods so
ovulation was difficult to pinpoint. While we weren’t trying, we weren’t preventing it from
happening either, for at least two and a half years! I had tried different things.. with no success. I
finally talked to my other half and asked him if he’d be willing to take the Fertilaid+supplements
line for men (Fertilaid, Motility boost, and Count Boost) if I took the fertilaid plus supplements
line for women (Ovaboost, Fertilaid, and FertileCM) and he agreed. This was the last shot we
planned on giving this. We ordered a two months supply in total and only made it about halfway
through the second bottle, then I missed my period!! We planned to at least give it the three
months the company recommends, but didn’t have to. I decided to test, then test again.. faint
lines.. then the next day I ordered some tests from amazon but could NOT wait and ended up
going to the drugstore to grab a couple digital tests!! They all came back positive to our
surprise!! We were finally able to see our little bundle of joy on the ultrasound, and we were
given a due date of 3/12/2020!! I never write reviews, but I know how frustrating this baby
making process can be, and I told my fiancé if this works, it most certainly deserves a review.
Not sure if this is what really did it for us. We changed our diets and lost weight around the
same time as taking these. Don’t lose hope! We almost did, but where would we be now? Good
luck and baby dust to all!

5.0 out of 5 stars TRY THIS PRODUCT! IT WORKS
Reviewed in the United States on September 26, 2019
Verified Purchase
THIS IS MY FIRST REVIEW I HAVE EVER WRITTEN! My husband and I had been trying for
years to get pregnant. I had read the reviews on Fertilaid and was skeptical but figured it
couldn't hurt to try. I purchased a bottle in April 2019. I started taking them in May. I took them
for a few weeks and then stopped because my life got pretty hectic and I couldn't remember to
take the pills 3 times a day. So fast forward to July, I start taking them again consistently 3 times
a day. After my bottle was almost out I bought another bottle in August. Still consistently taking
them 3 times daily. On Friday September 20, I took a test and I was PREGNANT! I couldn't
believe it, I took so many tests (as you can see! Lol) I encourage anybody trying to conceive to
try this product. Also, to add, I have irregular periods (sometimes off by a few days). I am 31
years old and have a 10 and 9 year old. TRY THIS PRODUCT! All Praises to The Most High
and thank you to the creators of Fertilaid as well.
5.0 out of 5 stars It REALLY works!!!
Reviewed in the United States on August 8, 2019
Verified Purchase
After being the biggest skeptic, and taking Ovaboost for 2-3 months straight, I got my BFP
yesterday!! In fact, I saw a fertility specialist on the same day before I realized I was already
pregnant and she agreed that the improvement in my FSH and estradiol levels are most likely
from the Ovaboost. Both of these levels improved within range in 3 months, and she said for
someone who is 39, I have the ovarian reserve of someone in their early 30s. I have Ovaboost
to thank for all of this. I highly recommend this product to everyone TTC. It’s a miracle drug!

5.0 out of 5 stars It really works!
Reviewed in the United States on July 16, 2019
Verified Purchase
This review is long overdue. My baby girl is now 2.5 months old and she's completely healthy.
For background, I had my son at the age of 36 with no issues. Then had a miscarriage at the of
age 38. When it was ok to try again, I thought it would be impossible. After nine months of trying
I thought why not give Ovaboost a chance. The month I used Ovaboost we were able to get
pregnant! I recently told my friend about Ovaboost and she had the same results! She's got
pregnant as soon as she used Ovaboost, plus she's 39 and it's her first child.
I'd highly recommend before going through more invasive procedures or giving up.
5.0 out of 5 stars It’s worth trying!!
Reviewed in the United States on May 7, 2019
Verified Purchase
I spent 10 yrs thinking I would never have kids again. I started using all three of these not
expecting it to really work but it did and only took 2 months on this system. I have a beautiful

baby boy and now a little girl on the way. I gave what I had left to a friend that was struggling
with conceiving and she ended up getting pregnant a month later.

5.0 out of 5 stars WORKS
Reviewed in the United States on April 21, 2019
Verified Purchase
I don’t really like writing reviews but I started using this product less than a month and now I
took a positive pregnancy test. Previous reviews are real. This product works amazing. I
stopped my oral birth control last November and my husband and I wants to have another baby
and tried this only using for less than a month and now I’m pregnant.

5.0 out of 5 stars Helped to regulate monthly cycle & successfully conceive
Reviewed in the United States on April 8, 2019
Verified Purchase
I’m a 36 yr old woman, my husband and I had planned to try and conceive our first child this
year. I had many concerns pertaining to my age, egg quality and in particular my lack of a
consistent & reliable menstrual cycle... However, I wanted to give us & my body a chance
before considering any fertility treatments so I search online for a more natural option, read
countless stories and spoke to everyone I could about their personal trials & tribulations. I
ultimately came across FertilAid and liked the reviews that most gave. I showed my doctor to
get her option and she taught nothing wrong with the listed ingredients and felt it is a good idea
to try. I switched from a multi-vit to FertilAid and also took OvaBoost (thought it would be good
considering my 36 and good for boosting my egg quality) 6 months before actively trying to
conceive. First off FertilAid helped to regulate my monthly cycle and and helped to diminish
awful night sweats. My mood in general increased as well as my energy... I felt that since I now
was experiencing a normal monthly cycle that many of the negative effects from not having a
consistent menstruation had caused were also improved due to these supplements! Less than a
year after taking FertilAid & OvaBoost we are healthy and happily expecting our first child Sept
2019 �I can’t say my experience will be the same for others but I do feel as thought these
supplements did help us achieve our dream. After pregnancy I do plan on going back to
FertilAid & OvaBoost to continue to regulate my menstrual cycle and absolutely if we plan to
conceive again in the future!!!

5.0 out of 5 stars It works!
Reviewed in the United States on January 23, 2019
Verified Purchase
Started taking this the first day of my last period and got pregnant shortly after. I unfortunately
had a miscarriage but We are trying again. This is like my little bottle of hope.
UPDATE!! 1 month after my miscarriage and I am now pregnant again!! THIS WORKS!!

5.0 out of 5 stars I have 2 healthy babies
Reviewed in the United States on August 26, 2018
Verified Purchase
I now have 2 healthy babies a boy and a girl thanks to this. I had been with my partner 9yrs with
no luck and after about 2 months of taking this I was pregnant with my daughter and now I have
a son.

5.0 out of 5 stars It works!!! First pregnancy thanks to this bundle!!
Reviewed in the United States on July 5, 2018
Verified Purchase
I was diagnosed with PCOS years ago, although my RE feels it is a more mild case. I tracked
my bbt while taking this supplement from end of Feb until now, it does take about 2-3 months
but my last 3 cycles completely regulated to exactly 29-30 days, I ovulated exactly day 18 each
cycle, my temp while rocky before this supplement stayed high supporting progesterone after
ovulation, and I am ecstatic to say in my 4th month on this supplement we just found out we are
pregnant!! I did take this plus myo inositol, ovaboost and fertile cm while my husband took
fertilaid for men and countboost. Saved us from going through emotionally and financially
draining infertility treatment. I was discouraged it didn’t happen in the first month like a lot of
posts but stick with it, this stuff works!!!!

5.0 out of 5 stars Worked first cycle!
Reviewed in the United States on February 14, 2018
Verified Purchase
I never write reviews, like, ever. However, I always, always, ALWAYS read through reviews
thoroughly before I make a purchase. I look at the 1 stars, I check for verified customer, etc. I so
appreciate when people are honest and are real. That being sad, I couldn't not review this. As
someone who has struggled with fertility, and has ovarian cysts, I feel i owe it to my ladies out
there to give my review. Having fertility issues sucks. It f****** sucks. It's scary, and it's
heartbreaking, and it's an emotional rollercoaster. It took me 2 pregnancy losses and almost 2
years to conceive my now two and a half year old daughter. After we had her, I got the IUD,
even though I knew I didnt want it, but I got it anyway. Had it removed when she was 8 months
old. We NEVER tried to prevent pregnancy. We weren't actively "trying", perse, but we never
tried to prevent it. That was 2016. Fast forward a few months, and my husband was due for a
promotion. I wanted another. We were ready to start actively trying, starting in January 2017. I'm
talking charting, OPKs, timing intercourse and doing it even when I wasnt in the mood but
*SHOULD* be ovulating. Everything. Month after month, negative after negative. My cycles
were never regular (between 27-35 days) and my periods were 8-10 days long. I finally asked
my dr for Clomid last month, but I told her I had just bought these "all natural" fertility pills on
Amazon. I showed her what they were, and she told me not yet. Don't start Clomid yet. She said
try all natural first. I bought my first bottle and started taking them Dec 31 2017. I'm now on my
second bottle, which i stopped this week (as advised once pregnancy occurs), and here are my
results. Granted I have been testing way early (today is only 13dpo, started testing 10dpo) My
period started Fri 2/19, and was ended by Mon 2/22. Half the duration as it had been. Could it
be coincidence? Of course! Is it worth a shot? Up to you, but I'm so grateful for this product, and
I truly believe it is the reason I am seeing that wonderful, amazing, (although still faint ;) ...)
second pink line. I have spent countless hours staring and squinting at stark white tests month
after month. Nothing like seeing those little pink lines finally appear <3
Good luck, girls <3

5.0 out of 5 stars I recommend it to anybody
Reviewed in the United States on March 16, 2017
Verified Purchase

I wish I can send some flower to who ever invented this pills. After 17 years of not been able to
have a baby. We are blessed with a baby. It only took me 3 months to get pregnant after I
started taking the pills. I saw changes in my body right away. My baby was born in Oct 10 2016
and he is now 5 months. It works...I recommend it to anybody. Thank...thank you...thank
you...fertilaid

5.0 out of 5 stars It works
Reviewed in the United States on May 5, 2017
Verified Purchase
Used this with fertileCM and preseed from April 1st to 19th. Today I took a pregnancy test.
Yayyy I'm pregnant. Did not finish any of these products. My hubby and I have been trying for 1
year and 5 months

5.0 out of 5 stars I have my baby boy
Reviewed in the United States on October 12, 2016
For almost 2 years, I could not get pregnant. And thank God I didn't pay for fertility treatments,
as I heard they can get very expensive.
After purchasing these three products and taking them for only one month, at 29 years old, I
was pregnant wirh my first child. At 30, I had my first baby.
I took:
FertileCM
OvaBoost
FertilAid for Women
Everyone is different, so If you dont get pregnant immediately, keep taking them, exercise, drink
lots of water, eliminate caffeine intake, and begin taking prenatal vitamins (which 3-6 months
before trying to conceive you should begin taking)
I said I was going to write a review after I had my baby.
He is my Angel and I love him dearly and I enjoy him everyday

